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Abstract
In this paper we present novel approaches to routing in Community Networks. We combine recent advances in OLSR development regarding modularization, scalability, extensibility, and metrics with a node architecture concept based on radio and router
separation adopted to Community Networks. This node architecture consists of a single router with several external radios acting
as wireless bridges and connecting to the router via standard Ethernet, which we refer to as Hybrid Node Design. Furthermore,
we propose the use of our Directional Airtime (DAT) routing metric that is suitable for the heterogeneous link characteristics often
found in Community Networks. By using this metric we achieve a more stable route selection process and improved throughput in
comparison to the OLSR-based approach currently used in Community Networks. In addition, we present some enhanced features
unique to our implementation that include means to increase the self-configuration capabilities in IPv4, IPv6, and dual-stack configurations. As a consequence, we recommend that it is the right time for Community Networks to start the migration process from
OLSRv1 to OLSRv2.
For the implementation process and the protocol evaluation we followed a testbed-driven approach. It was supported by the
Confine testbed both, in a virtualized version, as well as in a physical deployment in a dense setup at Fraunhofer FKIE. The physical
testbed consists of over 20 indoor research nodes on two floors implementing our hybrid node design. Link layer information from
the radio devices to the router is provided by the DLEP protocol, which was designed especially for wireless mesh networks. The
obtained link layer information is used by OLSRv2 for routing metric computation. We propose the use of this architecture in
Community Networks in order to increase scalability and simplify network administration.
Keywords: Confine, Testbed, Ad hoc, Routing, OLSRv2, Radio to router communication, DLEP, Directional airtime metric,
Community Networks

1. Introduction
Community Networks [1, 2, 3] like Guifi.net [4] (Spain),
FunkFeuer [5] (Austria), Freifunk [6] (Germany), and AWMN
[7] (Greece) are an emerging and successful model for the Future Internet, scaling up to several thousands of participants and
nodes. Following the example of PlanetLab [8], the EU FP7
project Confine [9] aims at providing a testbed infrastructure to
allow for Community Network related research. The Confine
project is part of the Future Internet Research and Experimentation (FIRE) [10] initiative.
An important routing protocol widely used in Community
Networks which is capable of citywide deployments is Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR). In this paper, we describe
the evolution from OLSRv1 [11] to OLSRv2 [12] within the
OLSR.org project [13]. To the best knowledge of the authors, OLSR.org currently provides the main implementation
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of OLSRv1 used in Community Networks. OLSRv2 as the
successor has been designed in a modular way, decoupling the
Neighborhood Discovery Protocol (NHDP) [14] from the actual routing protocol. One of the advantages is that the neighborhood discovery can be reused by other protocols like Simplified Multicast Forwarding (SMF) [15]. SMF can benefit from
NHDP by reusing the Multi Point Relay (MPR) mechanism in
terms of more efficiency than the simple flooding mode. In addition, we provide first insights into the OLSR.org implementation of OLSRv2, including some enhanced features and support
of embedded platforms. The OLSRv2 development and evaluation have been carried out within the Confine testbed infrastructure [16].
The availability of inexpensive, easy to deploy Wi-Fi equipment has paved the way for Community Networks as a model
for Future Internet access, providing open wireless connectivity. Typical sites in Community Networks consist of several
(outdoor) routers, each equipped with one or sometimes a few
Wi-Fi cards. Unfortunately, this design leads to large encasements for the routers (weather sensitivity), long antenna cables (link quality reduction), and multiple layer-3 devices per
site (problematic scalability and configuration). We suggest to

adopt the separation of radio and router, mainly known from
non-Wi-Fi VHF and UHF radios, to the area of Community
Networks. Therefore, we use small, remotely attached, embedded radio devices providing layer-2 services. These radio devices are connected via LAN to a single router (layer-3) which
can even be placed indoors. This may lead to a more scalable and robust design for the site without long antenna cables.
However, the access to link layer quality information for the
router is more difficult, as raw access to the wireless interfaces
is no longer available at the router. This information is important in situations where low-quality links (in terms of data and
loss rates) have to be avoided by the routing process. Here, the
use of radio-to-router communication protocols as a standardized way to allow for remote access to link quality data may fill
the gap. For this purpose, we are active in the standardization of
the Dynamic Link Exchange Protocol (DLEP) [17] at the IETF.
Simulations or small controlled laboratory experiments can
produce results that are hard to translate to real scenarios [18].
Similarly to Planetlab in academic networks, Community-Lab
[19] aims at providing researchers a realistic environment for
extensive experimentation in real Community Networks. It integrates with and extends three existing Community Networks.
As described in [1], Community-Lab is an open, distributed
infrastructure where researchers can deploy experimental services, perform experiments or access open data traces. The
testbed is inspired by PlanetLab but differs in two major ways.
The first difference is that the research domain is Community
Networking. Community Networks consist of a large number
of resource constrained devices with limited and more fragile
network links. In addition, the infrastructure is less managed
than in commercial or academic networks. The second difference is that Community-Lab is designed to allow for experiments ranging from the link layer to routing, transport and application layer, or even social experiments. These differences
result in a high-level architecture mostly equivalent to that of
PlanetLab enhanced by additional features.
In addition to the Community-Lab testbed, CONFINE maintains two academic testbeds. These follow the same technical
approach and use the same software for experimental purposes.
In Germany, the testbed is maintained by Fraunhofer FKIE and
in Belgium, it is maintained by iMinds. Both testbeds are dense,
mostly indoor deployments in order to support routing experiments on dedicated Wi-Fi links. In the context of this paper we
used the Fraunhofer FKIE testbed, which uses external radio
devices with DLEP support.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides an overview of related work and relevant technologies
to overcome the challenges identified in the next section. The
overview includes ad hoc routing metrics used in Community
Networks and radio to router communication protocols that provide a general interface for link layer information valuable for
enhanced routing metrics. In addition, the Minstrel rate control
algorithm is presented as well, because it has a major influence
on the configuration and performance of the network. Section
3 summarizes the findings of OSLR.org related to mesh routing
in Community Networks and motivates recent developments in
protocol design and implementation as well as node architec-

ture. These sections are the basis for our concepts for the next
generation of Community Network mesh nodes presented in
section 4. Section 5 provides details about our experimental
methodology and testbed applicability. The evaluation sections
6 and 7 compare protocol overhead and route selection quality
of OLSRv1 and OLSRv2. Section 8 concludes our paper.
2. Related work and relevant technologies
This section provides an overview of concepts and protocols
relevant to the design and evaluation of the next generation of
community mesh nodes as we see it. Following an overview of
prominent routing metrics, radio to router communication protocols are described. These protocols are essential for routing
with enhanced metrics and external radios in bridge mode because they provide a unified access to link layer information
provided by the radio. In addition, details of the Minstrel rate
control algorithm are presented as it plays a prominent role regarding the network behavior in real deployments and interacts
with routing.
2.1. Wireless mesh routing protocols
Currently there is a huge number of different routing algorithms in the area of Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs). Several surveys like [20] provide extensive overviews of the different protocols. Routing protocols can be categorized using the
following criteria. Proactive and reactive protocols differ regarding the point in time when information about the network
topology is collected. Reactive protocols try to find a route from
a given source to a destination on demand, while proactive protocols maintain routes to all reachable destinations. Distance
vector based protocols keep track of the cost to reach all destinations in the network and relay this information to their direct neighbors. Shortest paths are calculated using algorithms
like the Bellman-Ford algorithm. Link state protocols, on the
other hand, provide each node with a global view of the network
topology and use algorithms such as Dijkstra shortest-path. In
contrast to Bellman-Ford, it guarantees loop freeness, but has
different requirements on the routing metric [21, 22]. A third
way of categorization is source routing in comparison to hopby-hop routing. Source routing protocols specify the complete
path to reach a given destination for each packet at the sender,
while hop-by-hop routing protocols make a routing decision at
each intermediate hop.
This paper focuses on the Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSRv1) [11] and OLSRv2 [12], which are proactive
link state protocols with hop-by-hop routing.
2.2. Dynamic routing metrics
Most routing protocols use the concept of link cost, which
gives the protocol a way to prioritize certain links over others. This is especially important in wireless networks, where
the quality of a link might constantly shift because of environmental changes, relocation of nodes or even node mobility.
While some link metrics can be calculated directly from OSI
layer-3 data, more advanced link metrics need access to layer2 data, including transmission speed, signal strength or similar
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values. Both PPPoE (with the necessary extension) and DLEP
can provide this data to improve routing metrics for the attached
routers (cf. sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.3).
Examples of routing metrics that take into account the radio characteristics of WMNs include Expected Transmission
Count (ETX) [23], Expected Transmission Time (ETT) [24] and
Weighted Cumulative Expected Transmission Time (WCETT)
[24]. WCETT enhances ETT by attempting to reduce the selfinterference on a path by using multiple radios. Another enhancement proposed for ETT is iETT [25], which takes into account the bottleneck link in the calculation of the path metric.
While this strategy may lead to paths with higher throughput, it
is harder to use with Dijkstra based protocols. For this reason,
the authors of iETT integrated the metric into Dynamic Source
Routing (DSR) [26].
There are several theoretical studies [21, 22] that describe the
properties required for routing metrics depending on the type
of the routing protocol and path computation. For example,
the WCETT metric does not fulfill the properties required for
usage with a Dijkstra-based hop-by-hop forwarding. Although
it is monotonic, it is neither left-isotonic nor right-isotonic [22].
This limits the applicability of such metrics to protocols based
on the Bellman-Ford algorithm (e.g. distance-vector routing).
Many other cross layer metrics have been defined in the last
years. In [27] the authors provide a broad overview as well as a
time line of the different approaches. Existing Community Network deployments, however, mainly use the ETX metric with
OLSR.

be chosen.
ET T =

1
lq ∗ nlq

(2)

ET X

ETT is difficult to calculate without access to the relevant
link-layer information. In Community Networks, the most
common operating system is Linux. Access to IEEE 802.11
link layer has been integrated over the last few years, providing
a generic way to acquire the necessary data. Both, PPPoE with
the link metric extension and DLEP could be useful to implement a metric like ETT.
2.3. Radio-to-router communication protocols
Radio-to-router communication protocols provide the basis
for using link layer quality information for remote radio devices on routers. The scope and the general requirements of a
standardized radio-to-router interface to support routing decisions based on link layer information from heterogeneous radio
links is described in [28]. The general assumption is that radio
and router are logically separated and the radio devices support a bridge mode with native broadcast and multicast support.
The protocol itself should be flexible and extensible in terms of
the information provided by the radios. At the same time there
should be no additional over the air overhead required. Currently, there are two basic protocol approaches for collecting
this link layer information from a remote radio device.
The first approach is based on extensions to the well known
PPP protocol. While being widely available, special means
have to be taken when used in a different fashion than point-topoint. A full mesh of PPP tunnels is required between all radios
that are able to communicate directly. In addition, means have
to be taken to allow for using the PPP interfaces in this radio
context.
The second approach is still in its definition phase and we
are active in the standardization process. The Dynamic Link
Exchange Protocol (DLEP) is explicitly designed for the use of
radios in a dynamic routing environment and does not involve
tunneling.
The following subsections provide an overview of the protocol developments for both approaches.

2.2.1. ETX metric
The ETX metric [23] is used in several OLSR-based Community Networks [2] like Funkfeuer [5] and Freifunk [6]. The
ETX value of a link corresponds to the estimated number of
transmissions required to successfully send a packet over that
link including the reception of the corresponding acknowledgment. The calculation of the ETX value is given in formula
1. The parameter lq denotes the link quality, i.e., the fraction
of successfully received frames in the incoming direction of a
given link while nlq refers to the neighbor link quality which is
the respective value calculated and reported by the neighbor.
ET X =

1
scaling
∗
lq ∗ nlq linkspeed
| {z }

(1)

2.3.1. PPP over Ethernet (PPPoE) extensions for credit flow
and link metrics
While the original PPPoE [29] was designed to work with
remote modems connected via Ethernet in environments with a
relatively stable link between the modems, its extension RFC
5578 [30] focuses on remote radio devices with highly variable
link characteristics (e.g. link capacity) and limited buffering
capabilities. The extended PPPoE (RFC 5578) is used between
the router which acts as a PPPoE server and a connected radio which acts as a PPPoE client. This allows for connecting
several radio devices to a single router. As depicted in Figure
1, link quality information like link latency, current and maximum data rates, relative link quality, and neighbor up/down status is exchanged via PPPoE Active Discovery Quality (PADQ)

2.2.2. ETT metric
The ETT metric [24] was proposed as an evolution of the
ETX metric by combining the loss rate of a link with the transmission rate. Thus, the metric estimates the average time the
channel will be occupied by the transmission. The aim is to
reduce the time required for packet transmission in order to increase the overall network capacity. It is calculated using the
ETX value, the incoming bitrate (called linkspeed), and a scaling factor according to formula 2. Note that the original ETT
paper did consider the link bandwidth to be symmetrical and did
not define whether the incoming or the outgoing bitrate should
3

Figure 2, no full mesh of tunnels is necessary between the involved radio devices, DLEP communication only takes place
between the router and its connected radio. Thus, it offers
similar functionality as CVMI/PPPoE while trying to avoid its
inherent complexity in the WMN scenario. DLEP uses UDP
multicast to provide an automatic discovery between radio and
router. When this discovery phase is complete, the router establishes a TCP session with the radio. The radio then uses the
session to deliver metrics and other data about the attached network and the link to its current neighbors to the router. DLEP
also contains two optional extensions, which allow to request a
change of the characteristics of a link to a neighbor and a credit
based flow control scheme similar to [30].
Note that DLEP fulfills the main requirements of [28]. It
does not use tunnels, does not communicate via the radio link
and provides link quality information and flow control in an
extensible way.

Figure 1: PPPoE method of establishing a point-to-point connection via radio
devices attached to the router via Ethernet.

2.4. Link layer rate control algorithm
The Linux Mac80211 Wi-Fi stacks mostly use an algorithm
called Minstrel for selecting the outgoing unicast data rate. The
Minstrel algorithm [33] has replaced most other rate control
algorithms in the last years.
The algorithm keeps statistics about the throughput per
neighbor for each available bit rate. It combines the raw bit
rates with the measured frame success- and loss rates based on
received and missing acknowledgments. Minstrel then uses this
knowledge to decide on the best bit rates in terms of throughput. The first attempt to send a unicast frame is always done
using the selected bit rate. Retransmissions are sent at lower bit
rates with better success rates. The last retransmission is sent
at the base rate. In order to update the bit rate statistics, one
out of ten frames is sent with a higher initial bit rate than currently selected by the algorithm. This means that metrics that
rely on link layer bit rates need to make sure that there is a certain amount of unicast traffic on every link in both directions.
Otherwise, the data returned by the rate control algorithm will
not reflect realistic conditions.

Figure 2: DLEP provides link and physical layer information without the need
for tunnels.

packets. They can be used for both querying the data as well
as transmitting the actual information. The credit based flow
control mechanism extends the discovery mechanism by introducing two new message types and extending the existing ones.
The PPPoE Active Discovery Session-Grant (PADG) and PPPoE Active Discovery Session-Credit Response (PADC) messages are used to grant incremental flow control credits between
the router and the radio device.
PPPoE has the problem of tunneling all payload data and introducing additional control traffic between the radio devices.
It thus violates the requirements for multicast support and not
sending protocol data via the radio link. As a consequence, this
approach does not fulfill the requirements stated in [28].
2.3.2. Virtual multipoint interfaces based on PPPoE
In [31], Veyster and Cheng presented a Common Virtual
Multipoint Interface (CVMI) as an open source implementation
of the Multi Point Interface (MPI) [32] used by Cisco routers to
allow for the use of PPPoE including link quality information
in mobile ad hoc and mesh networks. A full mesh of PPP tunnels is required between all potential link neighbors. Note that
its approach of emulating a multicast capable interface via a set
of point-to-point tunnels and replicating the multicast traffic on
all tunnel interfaces can be very inefficient and still violates the
requirements described in [28].

3. Lessons learned from router design in Community Networks
Community Networks are very heterogeneous by nature. A
questionnaire based examination on Community Networks in
2013 [2] has revealed that in 68 percent of the questioned Community Networks, decisions for new links can be made by anybody. The activation of these links can be carried out by anybody in 78 percent of the Community Networks. Thus, the
quality of link planning and the interference between different
links might vary depending on the actual community and the
procedures they have established for network management and
planning.
The same questionnaire showed that 52 percent of the Community Networks still use OLSR as their main routing protocol.
This might be due to the robustness and general applicability of
OLSR to different deployment scenarios.

2.3.3. Dynamic Link Exchange Protocol
The Dynamic Link Exchange Protocol (DLEP) [17] focuses
explicitly on WMNs allowing for link quality information exchange and flow control between a router and a connected radio device. The concept separates the information channel from
the data plane between the router and the radio. As depicted in
4
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3.1.2. Extensibility
The second lesson the OLSR.org project members learned
was the necessity to consider extensibility from the beginning
of a project. The OLSR implementation of OLSR.org both succeeded and failed in this regard.
Plugins have been a core feature of olsrd since the early
years. Plugins are small shared libraries that can be loaded into
the routing daemon and provide additional features. A plugin
API allows external programmers to experiment with new features without large modifications to the core. The existing plugins of OLSR.org are also a good way to get familiar with the
API of the core. Some plugins may be too specialized to be integrated into the main repository, others might become unmaintained and die off after a few years. However, some of them will
provide valuable extensions for other users or starting points for
new plugins.
The main issue with the OLSR routing protocol was discovered years after the OLSR.org project started to improve the
code. The packet format of RFC 3626 is based on binary messages without any meta-information to describe the data within
the message. It allows to add new types of messages to the
UDP packets, but it does not allow to add information to existing messages without breaking compatibility.
The original RFC 3626 only described an (implicit) hopcount
metric for the routing without a way to differentiate between
good and bad links. This lack of metrics and the existence of
wireless links which exist but work badly forced a change on
the message structure of the OLSR.org implementation. When
the ETX metric was added to olsrd, it was impossible to extend
the existing HELLO and TC messages with the new metric. The
OLSR.org project was forced to create new message types and
break any kind of compatibility. When the project members
thought about implementing a better routing metric than ETX,
they discovered that the new message types didn’t have the right
encoding for the new metric type and compatibility would have
to be broken again.
The packet format problem was resolved with OLSRv2, because it is based on a type-length-value mechanism defined in
RFC 5444 [34]. It allows to add new types of information to existing messages without breaking compatibility with the existing parser code. In addition, OLSRv2 already includes a mechanism to transport a generic routing metric. This provides an
easy way to upgrade the routing metrics. The TLV mechanism
is also used by several extension RFCs/Drafts to add functionality to the routing protocol without breaking backward compatibility, e.g. adding signatures or multi-topology capability.
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Figure 3: Problems with ETX and a remote node.

The lessons learned from router design in Community Networks can be categorized into two groups accordingly. The first
group consists of experiences regarding the design of routing
protocols. Here, we mainly focus on OLSR as it is still the
dominant protocol in many Community Networks. The second group consists of experiences regarding node design and
deployment including scalability and manageability of nodes.

3.1. Routing protocols
In 2004, the OLSR.org project started to develop a rout© Fraunhofer FKIE
ing agent for WMNs that is suitable for citywide deployments
but also runs on low cost embedded hardware. Since then,
the OLSR.org implementation (olsrd) became one of the most
widely deployed open source mesh routing daemons.
Several important lessons were learned which shaped the development of the new OLSRv2 implementation of OLSR.org
(called olsrd2).
3.1.1. Routing metrics
The most important lesson from the OLSR.org project is that
the routing metric is the essential part of a WMN routing protocol. Without a good routing metric, even a well designed protocol will not deliver good performance.
The original OLSR protocol as defined in RFC 3626 does
not include any kind of link metric. Thus, the number of hops
towards the target is used as a cost metric. By minimizing the
hop count, the protocol prefers long links which often suffer
from high packet loss and instability. In practice, hop count
only works well if the wireless links are carefully planned and
thus suffer from negligible packet loss.
To solve this problem the OLSR.org project implemented
an Expected Transmission Count (ETX) metric which measures packet loss on each link and uses this loss to define link
costs. By minimizing the costs of the total path, olsrd avoids
lossy links. The ETX metric might be the simplest metric that
still gives a reasonable network performance in WMNs without
fine-tuning each link.
However, even with the ETX metric, route selection is sometimes suboptimal. A recent report from a Community Network
in Italy addressed a node more than ten kilometers away from a
town (node X) with two long distance links to both ends (node
1 and 4) of this town. While the town nodes were connected
with fast and relatively reliable links, the long distance links
were slow and with no packet loss at all (see Figure 3). Traffic was routed via both slow long distance links, bypassing the
fast links through the city. The result was very poor throughput
between both ends of the city.
While the ETX metric takes the packet loss into account, it
does not integrate the link speed into its routing decisions.

3.1.3. Modularization
The final lesson learned is that community members want
to use existing code for a purpose the original authors did not
consider.
Plugins have been written for the OLSR.org codebase, that
are not related to routing protocols. There have been examples where the routing code was deactivated in order to use the
neighbor discovery or the central infrastructure like socket and
timer scheduler in a standalone fashion.
5

Unfortunately, olsrd is a tightly interconnected piece of code
making it very difficult to extract a subset of features to be used
in a different software project.
Based on this experience, the OLSRv2 implementation was
designed from scratch in a very modular way, split into more
than forty subsystems which form an acyclic dependency graph.
The RFC 5444 packet format allows to use a generic
parser/generator code where multiple parts of the routing agent
can read and write the same messages. Neighborhood discovery
(RFC 6130) and Routing (RFC 7181) were also split in a number of submodules, which allow to use parts of the functionality
without changing the codebase.
3.2. Node design in Community Networks
The typical node of a Community Network [3] is a site with
one or multiple antennas which are connected to the computer
hardware of the site. By connecting the different digital links of
the site with a routing protocol, the sites can span a far-reaching
IP network together. Community Networks either use distance
vector or link state protocols for dynamic routing. Examples
of Community Networks using BGP are the Athens Wireless
Metropolitan Network (AWMN) [7] in Greece and Guifi.net [4]
in Spain. Examples of Community Networks using OLSR are
Funkfeuer [5] in Austria and Freifunk [6] in Germany.
One of the most important lessons about using wireless communication learned by Community Networks was that the quality of the node itself (both hardware and software) does not
matter if the radio links between the nodes are bad. This fact
slowly transformed early Community Networks from single radio routers with omni-directional antennas placed on the window ledge to sites with multiple directional antennas mounted
on poles on rooftops. The link performance using these directed
antennas is typically in orders of magnitude better than the performance with omnidirectional antennas, but the deployment is
more costly and requires more planning.
While it would be preferable to keep the computer hardware
inside, where it is protected from the environment and easy
to service, the length of the antenna cables is another factor
which restricts node design. Every meter of cable to transport
radio signals between antenna and transceiver is a loss in signal strength and link quality. Because of this, most Community
Networks place their computer hardware as close as possible to
the antennas.
While getting outdoor computer hardware (or placing other
hardware in outdoor proof casings) is possible, the growing size
of nodes quickly met another limit. Firstly, embedded hardware
with multiple wireless radios is more expensive per radio than
the cheap DSL routers used by a lot of Community Networks.
Secondly, even with more expensive hardware, there is a limit
in how many radio devices you can put into a single embedded
computer. This can only be avoided by using multiple embedded computers, each connected with a local Ethernet.
The restraints above have produced two different kinds of
nodes for sites with multiple antennas. The first one is a single embedded computer with multiple radios, mounted in a box
on the rooftop (or just below it) and connected to all the antennas. This design might be expensive and limited in the number

Figure 4: Achieving a more scalable design of Community Network nodes with
many radio devices.

of radios, but it only contains a single computer to configure,
which makes the design easy to maintain. The second one is
a distributed network of small embedded computers, most of
them with a single radio device mounted directly on (or very
close to) the antenna. These devices might be cheaper in total
and have nearly no loss of radio signal strength within the antenna cables, but are more complex to maintain because of their
number. Changes in the site’s configuration often lead to the
reconfiguration of all installed devices.
4. Using OLSRv2 and DLEP for the next generation of
community mesh nodes
As we described in [35], the current Community Network
node design is often a trade-off between an expensive but powerful centralized box with lots of wireless links and a high maintenance solution with multiple distributed small nodes close to
the antennas.
A solution would be preferable that scales both beyond the
maximum number of wireless radios that can be built into a
single computer and allows the user to buy cheap single radio
devices that can be mounted directly on the antennas. Especially for Community Networks using link state routing [2], the
design should allow access to the layer-2 metric data necessary
to support the future introduction of metrics like ETT.
In this section, we present both an enhanced Community Network node design and the application of OLSRv2 to this setup.
4.1. Using the DLEP protocol to enhance Community Network
node design
Figure 4 shows our proposal to simplify the distributed node
design. The proposed design might often be cheaper and does
not require long antenna cables, while maintaining access to
6

layer-2 metric data. Radio devices (left and right device) should
be flashed with a very simple firmware. They contain a DLEP
radio agent and enough software to remotely configure the WiFi card inside (a feature which might be integrated into a DLEP
extension). The router device (center node) detects the radios
via DLEP’s automatic discovery. It then connects to each device, configures the radio and tells the device to bridge the WiFi card directly to a VLAN-tagged Ethernet interface. This allows the router to communicate via all Wi-Fi devices without
any routing software present on the radio devices which only
operate at layer-2.
This transforms the distributed network of layer-3 routers
into a distributed layer-2 network of Wi-Fi interfaces which are
all configured by the central router. The radio devices should
require no configuration at all. The whole Wi-Fi configuration
is done on demand when the router establishes a connection to
the radio device e.g. during its boot process.
Bridging Wi-Fi in Ad hoc mode is difficult, because most
Wi-Fi cards in this mode handle acknowledgements for layer2 frames with a different source MAC address. To avoid this
problem the FKIE DLEP radio node uses the IEEE 802.11s
standard, which is designed to handle bridged devices behind
each radio neighbor. To prevent the 802.11s mesh implementation from forwarding traffic on layer-2, each DLEP node deactivates mesh forwarding with an 802.11s parameter. This
changes 802.11s from a layer-2 multihop mesh into a bridgingcapable Ad hoc mode.
This novel concept has multiple key advantages. First, it enables nodes to be built from cheap single radio components.
The router itself can be placed in a building and does not have
to be weather-proof, while DLEP radios can be a very small,
weather-proof and low-cost units. Second, it decreases the complexity and size of the routing topology, which reduce network
and CPU overhead. Third, it reduces the time required for node
administration, since routing and configuration is done on a single device. Maintenance becomes easier, because broken radios
can be replaced by preconfigured spare devices.

the Directional Airtime (DAT) metric, based on our IETF draft
[36]. The metric is calculated from the frame loss of incoming
packets divided by the current transmission speed of the link.
This cost is proportional to the serialization time of a fixed size
frame. Thus, this metric allows the routing agent to minimize
the airtime for transmission by preferring fast links over slow
ones.
The DAT metric is calculated according to formula 3 using
the fraction of successfully received frames (called lq), the incoming bit rate of the link (called linkspeed) and a scaling factor.
DAT =

scaling
1
∗
lq linkspeed

(3)

Like ETX and ETT, isotonicity as well as monotonicity are
trivially fulfilled. DAT uses a simple scalar addition as path
concatenation operator and calculates the link cost elements
only based on properties of the local link itself. Thus the metric
provides optimality, consistency and loop-freeness as defined
in [22] in combination with OLSRv2.
There are currently three ways to add link layer data to the
subsystem mentioned in this section. The first option is to set
the transmission speed of a link in the configuration of the
routing agent. The second option is a plugin that uses the
Linux nl80211 interface to continuously query the link layer
attributes of Wi-Fi cards. The third option is an implementation
of the IETF Manet Dynamic Link Exchange Protocol (DLEP)
draft 07. All three configuration options are interface specific.
They allow getting dynamic link layer information from internal and external radios in a mixed setup. Note that regarding the
link layer information, the DAT metric uses the incoming link
speed and outgoing frame statistics, provided either directly by
nl80211 or by DLEP.
Olsrd2 contains a plugin that periodically sends unicast probing packets in order to get reliable link speed information. In
case of no unicast traffic, the link layer rate control algorithm
described (confer subsection 2.4) does not adjust the current
link speed and thus the information would be outdated or not
properly initialized. The configured rate of probing unicast
probing packets per interface is distributed between all neighbors that did not have outgoing unicast traffic since the last
probing packet. This way, the overhead does not increase with
the number of link layer neighbors.
While both ETX and ETT measure packet loss bidirectionally, DAT does not measure the loss rate in outgoing direction.
The main reasons for this change is that in OLSRv2 [12] link
metrics are defined as being directional. Thus, each node has
to calculate the link cost for incoming traffic. While both incoming packet loss and incoming link speed can be measured
locally at a node, outgoing packet loss can only be measured
by the neighbor of the link and has to be transmitted over the
air to calculate both ETX or ETT. This communication will not
only increase the delay of the link calculation, it also makes the
calculation more fragile in the presence of packet loss. In addition, wireless links are often asymmetric [37] and thus it is
questionable to combine the link speeds and loss rates in both
directions like it is done in ETX and ETT. Note, that link layer

4.2. OLSR.org OLSRv2 implementation
Based on the experience with the shortcomings of the olsrd
codebase, we implemented the olsrd2 routing agent with several enhanced features as described in this section.
4.2.1. Routing metrics
As explained in sections 2 and 3, the link metric is an essential part of a WMN routing protocol. The OLSRv2 implementation of OLSR.org (called olsrd2) has several features to improve the performance of the routing protocol and to simplify
implementing new routing metrics.
olsrd2 contains a subsystem to store and retrieve link layer attributes of mesh networks and links between mesh nodes. These
attributes can be used to calculate new types of metrics that will
improve the performance of the mesh network.
In order to meet the shortcomings of ETX-based OLSR in
combination with rate control algorithms and heterogeneous
technologies (as described in section 2.4 and 3.1.1), we use
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acknowledgements are sent in basic rate. A discussion on the
MANET IETF mailing list also raised the issue of interoperability between different ETT implementations. Loss values of two
ETT implementations would have to be combined in a single
value. However, these values for incoming frame loss might
have been calculated using different sources or strategies. In
some situations these might be incompatible with each other.
In contrast, the DAT metric was designed to be measured completely locally, without any communication over the radio with
the metric implementation located on the remote node of the
link to avoid all these problems.

The NHDP protocol is run with both IPv4 and IPv6 messages
to guarantee the symmetric connectivity with both address families. In addition to the data defined in NHDP, olsrd2 includes
the IPv4 originator address in a custom TLV type in the IPv6
NHDP messages. This addition allows olsrd2 to learn about the
dual-stack mesh nodes in its neighborhood.
The OLSRv2 protocol has also been slightly modified to be
able to send and receive IPv4 Topology Control (TC) messages
inside IPv6 RFC5444 packets and the other way around. IPv4
TCs are sent within IPv4 packets if the node has IPv4-only
and/or dualstack neighbors and within IPv6 packets if the node
has only dual-stack and ipv6 neighbors. IPv6 TCs are sent
within IPv4 packets if the node has IPv4-only and dualstack
neighbors and within IPv6 packet if the node has only dualstack
and/or IPv6-only neighbors
While this scheme does not reduce the amount of data sent
for TC messages, it does reduce the frequency of media access
and the overhead caused by Layer-2, IP, and UDP headers.

4.2.2. Dynamic address handling
Address configuration is a complex part of the setup of a
mesh network, because it requires different values for each
node. One goal of the CONFINE project is to increase the selfconfiguration capabilities of the routing software of community
mesh networks. The OLSRv2 implementation of OLSR.org
contains multiple mechanisms that simplify the address configuration of a mesh node.
Similar to the original olsrd, olsrd2 automatically reads the
IP addresses set on the mesh interfaces to fill its internal
NHDP interface database. Every time the addresses of the network interfaces change, olsrd2 automatically adapts its internal
databases and propagates the new configuration to the rest of
the network.
Both the OLSR and the OLSRv2 protocols require a main
ip address for each mesh node. Instead of choosing one of the
interface IP addresses at random or setting this address in the
configuration file, olsrd2 allows the user to create an IP address
filter (whitelist and blacklist) which is used to select an address
from the interfaces.
In addition, olsrd2 uses a configurable filter to select which
addresses of each interface should be used for multihop routing.
This is used by default to prevent link-local and loopback IP addresses from being used for multihop communication. However
it can additionally be used to restrict multihop routes to certain
other IP prefixes on local interfaces.
olsrd2 also allows to add the loopback interface to the list
of mesh interfaces. While olsrd2 does not send any standard
protocol packets to this interface, it can be used to define nodewide IP addresses or the main ip address.
All these mechanisms allow the user to restrict the node specific configuration to the network interfaces and keep the configuration of the routing protocol mostly the same for the all
mesh network nodes. They should simplify combining olsrd2
with a protocol for automatic address selection.

4.3. Implementation details
The code of olsrd2 is written in C99 for Linux-based systems. To allow for the sharing of storage space on the file system for multiple applications based on the olsrd2 codebase, the
code is divided into a group of three shared “framework” libraries and a large amount of small plugins. Each plugin can be
used as a shared library or statically linked to an executable.
Both the olsrd2 routing agent and the DLEP applications are
written as plugins for this framework, which means they can
easily be combined in different ways. All extensions of NHDP
defined in the OLSRv2 protocol have been moved to the NHDP
plugin to make it usable without the OLSRv2 code. In addition
to these “application” plugins, there are a number of NHDPand OLSRv2-specific plugins.
The combination of framework code, generic plugins,
NHDP, NHDP plugins, OLSRv2 and OLSRv2 plugins is called
the OLSR.org network framework, or short OONF. There is a
total of 44 plugins at the moment, five of them containing operation system specific code.
The first OONF library is called Common. It contains basic components of the framework for handling linked lists, avl
trees, network addresses and basic string processing. It has no
further dependencies. All other parts of OONF depend on this
library.
The Config library implements an easy to use configuration
system with multiple data types, input validation and optional
conversion to binary data. Both the configuration file format
and the data types can easily be extended by the user of the
API. The API is used by OONF both for application and plugin
configuration.
Core contains the generic logging system of OONF, a plugin loader and the necessary code to tie them together with the
config library as the core of an application. The majority of the
library functions will be called in the startup part of the application.
Most of the generic higher level functionality is provided by a
group of Subsystem plugins, which contain most of the generic

4.2.3. Dual-stack extension
olsrd2 has a special extension of the standard protocol to
improve the support of dual-stack interfaces with both IPv4
and IPv6 addresses. The standard NHDP and OLSRv2 protocols only describe the handling of a single address type, which
would require to run the protocol two times.
To reduce the overhead of running the OLSRv2 protocol
twice without rewriting the whole protocol, two changes have
been integrated into olsrd2.
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application code like network/timer scheduler, abstractions for
dualstack TCP and UDP sockets, interface and routing handling
and other tasks important for routing agents or other network
applications. These plugins export a lot of API to other plugins
and highly depend on each other.
There is also another group of generic plugins that provide
additional features and capabilities, which do not depend on
either NHDP or OLSRv2. The DLEP-radio and DLEP-router
implementations are two of these plugins.
The main objective for the three libraries and the plugins is
to create a core set of functionality that makes it easy to write
network applications in C for embedded platforms. Multiple
applications can share the libraries, which should reduce the
amount of memory and storage space used.
The Fraunhofer FKIE has already built a few applications
based on earlier revisions of this framework, including a radioto-router communication agent [35] inspired by an early Dynamic Link Exchange Protocol (DLEP) draft of the IETF Manet
working group. Since the draft 07 of DLEP, the DLEP capabilities have been moved into the OONF framework itself.

Figure 5: Example of a hybrid node within the testbed

5.1.1. Testbed applicability
For measurements which do not rely on wireless link properties, the VCT in its basic configuration is a valid choice. Here
no link impairments and no interference between nodes are
modeled. The link speed is only limited by the internal bridge
used to connect the virtual research machines.
VCT in combination with the loss emulation based on EBTables provides link impairments in terms of packet losses. This
type of testbed setup is suitable e.g. for evaluating the overhead of protocols that use measurement of packet losses like
OLSRv1 with the ETX metric and OLSRv2 with the DAT metric (with statically configured link speeds).
VCT in combination with ns-3 is very flexible in terms of link
characteristics. Different channel models and radio communication technologies can be configured. Enhanced with DLEP
support in ns-3, emulated ns-3 network devices can even provide access to link layer data from the simulation to virtualized
nodes in VCT. While being the more flexible solution, the degree of realism is higher in the physical testbed.

5. Experimental methodology and testbed applicability
As described in the introduction, Community-Lab is a
testbed that has been integrated into real Community Networks.
In order to make the process of developing experiments more
user friendly and to prevent disturbances by misbehaving experiments in an early stage of development, Virtual Confine
Testbed (VCT) has been developed. The VCT is more suited
for small experiments requiring little accuracy in terms of the
realism of link properties. This is the case for the protocol overhead analysis of OLSRv1 and OLSRv2 in the following section.
In addition, our densely connected academic testbed is able
to perform network layer experiments with access to link layer
information. It has been deployed using the same software basis
as Community-Lab and uses real Wi-Fi links. It is well suited
for evaluating user centric metrics like throughput.
In the following subsections we provide details about the virtual testbed as well as about our dense deployment of the physical testbed used for our experiments.

5.2. Physical testbed

5.1. Virtual testbed
The recommended workflow is to test and debug applications on the local computer with VCT. Once the experiment has
reached a certain level of maturity in the virtualized environment, it should be moved to the real Community-Lab testbed
or one of the dense deployments at FKIE or iMinds to obtain
a more realistic experimentation environment. In order to decrease the gap between VCT and the physical testbeds, additional modules can be plugged into VCT, providing different
network emulation models.
The simple model is a loss emulation based on EBTables,
the more complex model is an ns-3 integration which is able to
emulate the radio devices on a Phy/MAC level [38].
For the VCT experiments in this paper we used a simple
module with a statistic link error model and no link speed limitations.

As part of the CONFINE project, we created an indoor
testbed for dense mesh networks at our institute. It serves both
as an environment for wireless experiments, as well as a prototype deployment of the hybrid node architecture described in
section 4.1. The testbed spans across two floors of a large office
building with a floor length of about 100 m. It currently consists
of 22 hybrid nodes, each equipped with a single external IEEE
802.11n radio. For the evaluation we use a subset of these nodes
located on the same floor (see Figure 11). Most of the nodes are
placed in regular offices, similar to the setup shown in Figure 5.
An exception is node 137, which is located in a server room
with higher attenuation and interference. All of the antennas
used are mounted in a straight vertical orientation. Due to the
antenna characteristics, this results in high signal strength regarding neighbors on the same floor, but almost no connectivity
to neighbors located directly above or below a node.
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Although our deployment is not part of an actual Community Network, we follow the same architecture used in other
CONFINE deployments. Essentially, we distinguish between
a Community Network (which acts as a backbone for management purposes) and a network for experiments.
In the following paragraphs, we present the hardware used
for the hybrid nodes, and we illustrate the physical testbed
topology.

Community Networks as a basis, we believe that even performance measurements are at least qualitatively transferable to
Community Networks with a different topology. In addition,
we emulate point-to-point links with layer 2 GRE tunnels and
traffic shaping by the Ethernet infrastructure of the building.
The effects of the use of an indoor testbed in comparison
to outdoor links as they occur in Community Networks is discussed in the survey [37]. It provides a list of important findings
regarding mesh network testbeds. It supports our approach of
preferring a testbed based evaluation if wireless link properties
and performance are of importance for the evaluation. Simulations are often not accurate because of the assumptions made
are too simple. However, indoor links often have complex multi
path effects which are not that severe in outdoor wireless networks. They lead to more rapidly changing link characteristics.
These effects can be reduced by applying microwave absorbing
materials in the rooms where the nodes are deployed. However, we see it as not of major importance as the effect is also a
worst case scenario for the DAT metric. In addition, multi-path
propagation also heavily occurs in densely populated areas.

5.2.1. Hardware used in the deployment
The core element of our testbed is the hybrid node architecture prototype. Access to link layer information is provided by
DLEP. An example of such a node can be seen in Figure 5.
Following the CONFINE terminology, our setup consists of the
following devices:
• A research device running the CONFINE management
software and experiments. We use Jetway JBC375F3A2930-B embedded devices for this purpose.
• A community device and an external radio. The former is
not actually part of the hybrid node, but it offers access to
the community / management network. The latter is used
as a DLEP-capable (bridged) radio by the research device.
For both, we use Ubiquiti M5 routers running OpenWRT.

6. Evaluation of OLSRv2 protocol overhead
The first experiment in this section compares the protocol overhead in terms of protocol data sent for OLSRv1 and
OLSRv2 in two different network topologies. The second experiment focuses on the overhead of attached networks. Both
IPv4 and IPv6 are considered. The experiments are based on
VCT with the simple loss emulation module described in subsection 5.1 with a statistic link error model without link speed
limitations [40]. This simple loss model was selected, in order to provide a basis for the link quality estimation of both
protocols. Since the results are very stable, we abstain from a
separate confidence analysis.

• A switch interconnecting these devices (a Ubiquiti Toughswitch with POE for powering the radio devices).
We currently use IEEE 802.11n channels within the 5 GHz band
that are outside the generally available spectrum in Germany.
Thus, we achieve a very low degree of interference with existing wireless networks. The radios are equipped with omnidirectional antennas achieving a signal gain of 12dBi in all horizontal directions.

6.1. Topology
Two different topologies have been used for the evaluation of
the OLSR protocol overhead. In the first topology depicted in
Figure 6, six nodes are placed on a 2×3 grid with 100 m distance
between direct neighbors. Due to the short distance between the
nodes and the size of the grid, all nodes are connected via direct
links. This results in 5 links per node. Loss rates are calculated
from the Cartesian distances between each pair, which results in
practically no packet loss between direct neighbors and a high
packet loss between opposing nodes. U-loss defines the fraction of unicast traffic that is lost on the link including possible
retransmissions while M-loss defines the fraction of multicast
traffic that is lost.
The second topology is the chain topology depicted in Figure
7. It also consists of six nodes but placed in a line, with links
existing only between direct neighbors. Furthermore, the chain
topology contains only perfect links with no packet loss.

5.2.2. Testbed applicability
The physical testbed provides a high degree of realism with
real wireless hardware and the full protocol stack in use. However, the degree of flexibility is not as high as for the VCT combined with ns-3. In the current setup, we are limited to the
hardware described above and a given topology based on the
placement of nodes at our institute. While additional hardware
can easily be integrated in our hybrid node setup (including non
Wi-Fi radio devices) and node placement can be changed, it is
not a simple matter of software configuration.
The choice of using omni-directional antennas in the testbed
is a worst case scenario in terms of Community Networks.
Many Community Networks especially in densely populated
cities use point-to-point wireless links where ever they can
(confer subsection 3.2 regarding community node design).
Other Community Networks use a mixture of omni-directional
antennas for easy to set up short range mesh links and directional antennas only for long distance links [39]. In any case,
one can not assume that all links are perfectly planned as they
are also deployed by non technical expert community members.
Therefore and because we use typical hard and software used in

6.2. Measurement setup
Both topologies use the same address scheme, which can be
extended to up to 254 nodes. Each node gets a unique identification number X ∈ [1 : 254]. The nodes have a single mesh
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Figure 8: Amount of data sent on average per node (normalized) in the grid
network during a 20 s experiment

Figure 6: Grid Topology with a Link Loss Model
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Figure 9: Amount of data sent on average per node (normalized) in the chain
network during a 20 s experiment
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6.3. Overhead comparison of OLSRv1 and OLSRv2 with IPv4
and IPv6
We compared the overhead of OLSRv1 and OLSRv2, in particular with regard to the effects of IPv6 address compression on
the protocol overhead. The address compression of OLSRv2
generally delivers the better compression ratios the larger the
network mask of the IPv6 address. For the experiment we begin
with a steady-state situation. Subsequently, additional nodes
are gradually added to the network. Both the grid as well as the
chain topology were examined.
Figure 8 shows the data volume in the grid topology for both
IPv4 and IPv6. As expected, it can be seen that the use of
IPv6 increases the total amount of traffic for both OLSRv1 and
OLSRv2. Regarding IPv4, the amount of traffic generated by
OLSRv1 is significantly lower than that of OLSRv2. This is
due to the TLV based packet format of OLSRv2 which has a
larger overhead in comparison to the binary packet format of
OLSRv1. However, when using OLSRv2 with IPv6, the address compression manages to keep the amount of traffic generated well below the values for OLSRv1 for a larger number
of nodes. The break-even is reached for five nodes. For six
and more nodes, OLSRv2 provides better results. It has to be
noted, that we carefully selected the addressing scheme for the
compression mechanism to be most efficient.
Since the address compression for IPv6 is more efficient the
larger the number of IPv6 addresses with a common prefix and

The first /64 subnet (fd00:0:0:X00::/64) of the /56 IPv6 network is reserved for the mesh router itself, the rest can be redistributed to locally attached devices and networks.
This addressing scheme has been designed for easy deployment and large common prefixes and postfixes to demonstrate
the capabilities of the OLSRv2 address compression.
A Rician fading model has been used for calculation of realistic loss rates in the grid topology depending on the distance between two nodes. Rician fading is a multipath propagation model with a strong dominant component which, instead of a threshold-based reception, leads to random drops of
e.g. OLSRv2 control messages. The function has been approximated for discrete values (every 1m) and distinguishes between
unicast and multicast traffic. According to 802.11b, unicast
packets are to be retransmitted up to 4 times in case of a loss.
Thus, multicast packets have greater loss probabilities than unicast packets.
Packet capture using libpcap for logging the experiment results was performed on the internal bridge connecting the interfaces of all virtual machines participating in the experiment.
This provides a way to monitor all traffic transmitted in the network, including the packets dropped due to poor link quality.
As a result, the measurements were more accurate for the intended purpose of this evaluation.
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suffix, we compare the results of the grid topology to a more
sparse chain topology. The results of the experiment using the
latter are depicted in Figure 9. While providing qualitatively
similar results, efficiency of the IPv6 address compression in
OLSRv2 is not as high as in the grid scenario due to the smaller
topology density and thus fewer links.

2 seconds
5 seconds

Table 1: Parameterization of testbed

expected number of retransmissions estimated by the OLSRv2
loss monitoring are included in the calculation of the depicted
values. The arrows indicate the directionality of the link and
refer to the horizontal position of nodes in this figure. Note,
that some walls are load-bearing and also provide higher attenuation. This is indicated via a thicker line in Figure 11. An
example is the connection between 134 and 133, which are in
neighboring rooms but provide only half the speed of the links
between 132 and 134 as well as between 133 and 135. The link
between 131 and 137, depicted by a dashed line, is a special
case and used only for special experiments. It represents a low
speed long distance link as mentioned in subsection 3.1.1 and
is realized by a GRE Ethernet tunnel via the switched Ethernet network of the building. Traffic shaping is done via a token
bucket filter. In general, one can notice that the standard deviations are relatively small.

6.4. Overhead of attached networks
Whereas OLSRv1 uses dedicated message types for data related to attached networks, in OLSRv2 this data is simply added
to the messages as an additional TLV. However, it must be considered that OLSRv1 sends the attached network data with a
lower frequency than the topology data (30 seconds in OLSRv1
versus 5 seconds for OLSRv2). For the evaluation of the overhead of attached networks we used the grid topology. Each
node is configured with an attached network according to the
address scheme described previously.
Figure 10 shows a marginal increase in the amount of data
sent by OLSRv2 with IPv6 when adding an attached network if
a carefully selected address scheme is used. Even when sending
an update of both the topology and the attached networks, the
additional overhead of OLSRv2 is similar or lower than with
OLSRv1.

7.2. Measurement setup
Table 1 lists the relevant parameters we used for the configuration of the physical layer as well as for OLSRv1 and OLSRv2,
respectively. Due to the high-gain antennas used, we are able
to use a fairly low transmission power level, thus reducing the
degree of interference in the network. The link speeds between
neighbors are determined by the Minstrel-algorithm described
in section 2. Since this algorithm requires unicast transmissions on each link, we use a periodic probing mechanism for
OLSRv2. This ensures that the link speeds reflect the physical
conditions of the network. For OLSRv1, such a mechanism is
not required as the link speed is not taken into account for routing decisions. The throughput data were obtained using wget to
transfer a 10 MB file.

7. Evaluation of OLSRv2 route selection
In this section we present a selection of results from measurements conducted in our physical testbed. We performed a basic
performance comparison between OLSRv1 and OLSRv2 using
the testbed described in section 5. Section 7.1 presents details
about the testbed topology selected for the experiments while
section 7.2 defines the parameters used for the measurements.
In section 7.3 we discuss the results regarding throughput and
route selection.
7.1. Topology
Figure 11 illustrates the physical testbed as described in 5.2.
Each number corresponds to a hybrid node. The resulting network topology is depicted in Figure 12. The directional labels provide the average inverse DAT link values normalized to
Mbit/s as seen over 20 replications of TCP throughput measurements from 130 to all other nodes, including their standard deviation (compare with section 4.2). These values provide a good
indication of link qualities. The physical link speed as configured by the Minstrel algorithm (see section 2.4) as well as the

7.3. Evaluation results
For all performance metrics we performed measurements
from a single source node to all other nodes. In the following,
we present the results for source node number 130. This node
is particularly interesting, because it is located at the border of
the network. In order to reach the opposite end of the testbed,
all nodes in between can act as intermediate hops, allowing for
diverse routing decisions.
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Figure 11: Subset of the testbed topology at the Fraunhofer FKIE used for measurements. Each number is representing a research node. The red dots indicate the
approximate antenna positions.
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Figure 12: Network topology with a long distance link as seen by OLSRv2 with DAT metric during TCP throughput measurements.

7.3.1. TCP throughput
20

Figure 13 (Standard Topology) shows a direct comparison between the TCP throughput achieved with OLSRv1 and
OLSRv2 in a homogeneous Wi-Fi topology, respectively. The
bars denote the average throughput measured over twenty replications. The first observation is that there is a strong correlation
between the throughput and the spatial distance of a node to
the source node (note, that the locations of node 134 and 133
are interchanged). This is due to the inherent self-interference
caused by multi-hop transmissions, which leads to a degradation in throughput with an increasing number of hops. Nevertheless, we can see that for all of the target nodes, the throughput is equal to (within the level of confidence) or higher for
OLSRv2 compared to OLSRv1. The significance also increases
with the distance. Especially at node 138, the difference is
quite high. Here, the throughput with OLSRv2 is about three
times higher than for OLSRv1. With OSLRv1, for all target
nodes from 135 to 139 a similarly poor transmission rate of below 2.5 Mbit/s is achieved. With the exception of node 138,
this is probably due to at least the temporary use of the slow
link between 134 and 135. This link is assessed by OLSRv2
with about 1 Mbit/s on average (confer Figure 12). OLSRv2
on the other hand achieved TCP throughput rates of between 3
and 4.5 Mbit/s for node 135, 136, and 139. For node 137, the
throughput is slightly lower because it has in general relatively
poor connectivity (remember that it is located in a server room).
Node 138 is quite close to the source 130. Here, the difference
between OLSRv1 and OLSRv2 is especially high, probably be-
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Figure 13: Results of the TCP throughput measurement with 20 replications
and a confidence level of 0.95
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cause OLSRv1 prefers the shorter route including link 131 to
138 and OLSRv2 takes the detour via node 132 with high speed
links. This results in over 3 times the throughput to node 138
for OLSRv2 in comparison to OLSRv1.
In section 3.1.1 we addressed the problem of long distance
links with relatively low data rates but also low loss rates. To
compare OLSRv1 and OLSRv2 with the DAT metric in this
scenario, we included the long distance link between nodes 131
and 137 (depicted as dashed line in Figure 11). The results
are shown in Figure 13 (Heterogeneous Topology). For nodes
131 to 133 as well as for node 138, we observe the same performance in terms of throughput as in the scenario without the
long distance link. Regarding the transmission to node 134 and
to node 135, we observe a deterioration of the throughput while
for nodes 136, 137, and 138, the throughput with OLSRv1 is
about equal to that of the 200 kbit/s of the long distance link.
The expected reason is that for OLSRv1 with the ETX metric,
the long distance link attracts all routes to the neighborhood of
node 137. Nodes 134 and 135 are expected to be in a breakeven area, where it depends on the current loss rates of the links
if OLSRv1 takes the long distance links or an alternative route.
The observations in this subsection represent a user centric, statistical perspective on the performance of OLSRv1 and
OLSRv2. In the next subsection we will provide an in-depth
analysis regarding the route selection strategies of OLSRv1 and
OLSRv2. It supports many of the presumptions made in this
subsection.

Similarly, some of the TCP acknowledgements sent on the reverse path took the extra hop over node 135.
Taking into account the results from the throughput measurements, it can be seen that OLSRv2 clearly outperforms
OLSRv1 for this receiver node, despite the selection of longer
routes. This also accounts for data transmissions to node 136
and 137. For receiver nodes 133, 134 and 135, which are located in the center of the topology, OLSRv1 fluctuates between
routes including and not including the long distance link. This
is due to the fact that routes of both types are similar in terms of
ETX cost, but differ significantly in terms of bandwidth. Figure
16 illustrates this effect for receiver node 135. From the figure it
can also be seen that the route selection of OLSRv1 appears to
be less stable. The data is distributed over a larger set of links,
from which the used routes are chosen.
In our measurements, we have demonstrated that the performance of OLSRv1 can be affected significantly in networks that
use heterogeneous transmission technologies with different link
characteristics. Our results indicate that OLSRv2 in combination with the DAT metric can increase the overall performance
in such networks.
8. Conclusions
Based on an analysis of the lessons learned in Community
Networks, a novel concept for hybrid nodes based on OLSRv2
and external radios has been presented. The design of the
OLSRv2 protocol is modular, extensible and, with our Directional Airtime Metric (DAT), is also applicable to heterogeneous networks with different link speeds and technologies.
In addition, our implementation of OLSRv2 offers additional
features, e.g. to increase the self-configuration capabilities in
IPv4, IPv6, and dual-stack configurations. Based on the OONF
framework, it is small and efficient enough to even run on embedded devices.
The hybrid node design in combination with the use of the
DAT metric is enabled by using the DLEP protocol to exchange
link layer status information between the router and the radios.
Having a single router with external radios not only makes configuration less complex, it also reduces the number of layer 3
nodes in the network topology and thus increases network scalability.
Scalability and overhead of OLSRv2 have been investigated
by the use of the Virtual Confine Testbed in a setup with a statistic link error model without link speed limitations. The results
will allow for a future extension of OLSRv2 in terms of data
compression with a better trade-off between the new flexibility
of RFC5444 and efficiency.
User centric performance metrics like TCP throughput have
been investigated in our novel Community Network dense
testbed at the Fraunhofer FKIE. Here, physical testbed was
selected as these performance metrics require more realism
regarding link properties. The testbed uses the same hybrid
node setup (radio and router separation) suggested for Community Network nodes with low attenuation between the radio
and its antenna, allowing for good connectivity between dif-

7.3.2. Route selection strategy
The above measurement showed significant differences in the
achieved throughput of OLSRv1 and OLSRv2 regarding several destination nodes. In order to further analyze the observed
results, we examined the route selection during data transmission. Figures 14 and 15 illustrate the amount of data transmitted over each link in the network during the transmission of a
10 MB file from node 130 to node 139. The links are annotated
with the amount of data sent in each direction, the red numbers
showing the direction on the path towards the receiver and the
blue color showing the reverse direction. Links not used for
transmission are shown without annotation. We performed five
measurements and calculated the average value for each link.
Figure 14 shows that OLSRv1 chooses the same three-hop
route for all replications, which includes the long distance link
between node 131 and 137. Since the long distance link is lossless, the value of 10.36 MB sent in the direction of the receiver
comprises the data payload including TCP and IPv4 headers as
well as TCP retransmissions. On the link between node 130 and
131, some MAC retransmissions occur, resulting in a slightly
higher number of transmitted bytes.
In contrast, OLSRv2 selects paths not including the long distance link, as can be seen in Figure 15. Instead, it prefers paths
with more hops, yielding a smaller airtime than the three-hop
path with the long distance link. We can see that the path length
is five hops most of the time, since data is mostly transmitted
over the link between node 131 and 134. In one single replication, the path included node 132 during the whole transmission,
leading to the average value of 2.1 MB on the respective links.
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ferent rooms despite of the use of 5 GHz Wi-Fi. Using omnidirectional antennas on the one hand provides a worst case scenario for Community Networks, on the other hand, some Community Networks use this setup as it is easier to deploy and
cheaper to build than carefully planned point-to-point links.
However, we think that the results are transferable to pointto-point deployments in terms of quality. A central observation is that our proposed routing metric for OLSRv2 at least
equals and in many cases significantly outperforms OSLRv1
with ETX metric by a factor of 2 and more in terms of throughput. DAT is particularly unsusceptible against a special problem
of ETX. With the ETX metric, the performance of OLSRv1
can be significantly degraded in networks that use heterogeneous transmission technologies with different link characteristics. OLSRv2 with the DAT does not show this flaw and is
thus also more robust in Community Networks where there is
no central authority for planning the network topology.
For Community Networks, the most important question is if
this is the right moment to switch from OLSRv1 to OLSRv2.
The OLSRv2 implementation has matured up to a point that it
can be deployed in larger networks and it outperforms OLSRv1
in many situations. Especially, if the links are heterogeneous
with a wide variety of link speeds, the new DAT metric produces good network paths more consistently. It is obvious that a
network-wide deployment might reveal new issues and smaller
bugs in the implementation. However, without such deployment these issues will never be found. A reasonable migration path to a full deployment of OLSRv2 is to deploy it for
IPv6 traffic right now. Here, OLSRv2 was especially efficient in
terms of protocol overhead because of its address compression
capabilities. When potential remaining issues have been fixed
and the integration is done, switching from a parallel OLSRv1
(IPv4) and OLSRv2 (IPv6) deployment to OLSRv2 dualstack
IPv4 and IPv6 mode will be just a change of configuration.
Thus Community Networks should now start the migration to
OLSRv2. OLSRv2 can easily be combined with our node architecture which is more scalable and provides additional benefits
for example regarding maintainability.
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